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A DEVICE FOR MEASURING FOODSTUFF CONTAMINATION DC-5A-94
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The development of a device for measuring foodstuff and water contamination DC-5A-94,
headed by Institute of Civic Defence, was started at Tesla VUPJT Pfemys'leni in 1992 and finished at
Tesia MTS Prague in 1994. The set is scheduled for measuring radioactive contamination in case of
radiation breakdown in nuclear power stations or during a nuclear conflict.

The set is composed of radioactivity measuring device consisting of detector, evaluation set,
and accessories. The detector unit consists of tescint Nal/TI 40 x 40 mm, amplifier and high voltage
source. The measuring space of the detection part is protected by lead screen.

The detection part of the measuring device can be set to two positions in dependence on the
sample activity.

The evaluation part of the measuring device is housed in a box with a face panel and key
strip, and display.

The feed voltage of the device is 6 V to 26 V DC. Other auxiliary voltage values are generated
by the device. For feeding using the 220 V mains is used a mains adapter. The feeding is also
possible by means of 6 monocells, ar any car battery. As calibration and check emitter is used the
EG-3 137Cs standard.

Measuring specific activities of foodstuff samples

The foodstuff samples proper can be measured after stabilization of electronic circuits of the
measuring device, energy calibration, and background measuring.

The analyzer of evaluation section consists of three differential amplitude analyzers and an
integral one. Output pulses from the analyzer are digitally processed in the evaluation part of the
measuring device.

In standard version the measuring device is set to perform contemporary measurements of
measuring activity in the region of three energetic ranges, further on marked as:
- integral window (the activity is evaluated by means of the gama photons detection from 30 keV up)
- iodine window (energy 242 - 485 keV)
- cesium window (energy 507 - 771 keV).

The results of measurements are digitally featured on display in units of specific activity
/kBq.kg'1, resp. MBq.kg"1/. Results of 100 measurements are stored in the memory of the evaluation
section of the device, from where they can be developed onto the display, or shifted as data set into
PC computer using a special computer programme.

The measuring device is adapted to work in 3 operating modes, i. e. a basic mode,
autonomous free mode and mode of controlling the device from external computer. During the
operation in basic and free modes the measuring device is operated using the key strip of the
evaluation part of the measuring device. In case of controlling from the external computer the
measuring device is controlled by means of a special programme through PC. During operation at free
mode and when the measuring device is controlled from external computer the boundary values of
energetic windows can be set to other optional energies as well. The results in this case can be
followed instead of values of measuring activity in quantity of pulses, so that the given apparatus can
be generally used also as four-channel spectrometer.

The most important technical data

detector: NalfTI) 40 x 40 mm
energy discrimination: better than 9 % /for 661 keV/
measuring range: 0,3 kBq.kg"1 - 3 MBq.kg1

energy range:
, integral window from 30 keV

iodine window 242 - 485 keV
cesium window 501 - 771 keV
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energy calibration: EG-3 137Cs 250 kBq
volume of sample measured: 500 ml
weight of sample measured: max. 999 g
measuring time: 10 to 1000 sec.

MEASUREMENT WITH THE DC-3E-83 DOSE RATEMETER AFTER
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The DC-3E-83 dose ratemeter, manufactured for Civil Defence, has been put at the disposal
of many civilian organizations, including parts of the Radiation monitoring network of Czech Republic.
Therefore, we have taken an interest in using of this instrument for the simple estimate of surface
activity, and air concentration activity, that would be taken at the measuring sites, and by the mobile
groups, with the aim of providing data for decision making about the implementation of protective
measures in the case of radioaction accident on a nuclear power plant.

The instrument's detector is a window GM counter with a surface area of 35 cm2. The
ratemeter is calibrated and equipped with a scale for the direct reading of the dose rate (in a range
of 0.1 nGy/h to 10 mGy/h) and the surface activity (0.3 to 30 000 Bq/cm2). The surface activity is
measured as a difference between the readouts measured with beta particle absorbing filter in the
open and closed position.

The ratemeter capability to measure surface contamination is possible to evaluate by means
of the ratio of the readouts (responses) with the open and closed filter. In case of an infinite, uniform,
and surface contaminated area, it is possible to express the ratio ps using the equation:

Ps =

where the efficiency cs is the response resulting from the beta radiation detection with the filter open
per the unit surface activity, and fs is a conversion function converting the surface activity into the dose
rate.

For a radionuclide emitting one photon with energy 0.7 MeV, and one beta particle, Emax= 0.7
MeV (fs = 2.10'12 GyhVBqm'2) e.g., the value of ps equals 35. The detection properties of the GM
counter are such that, when putting the detector with the filter open to the surface, 97 per cent of the
response is produced by beta particles and only 3 per cent by gamma radiation. Therefore, even in
case of large-scale surface contamination it is possible to measure the surface activity that
corresponds to the dose rate measurable with difficulty. The upper limit of the surface activity
measuring range is so high that the maximally measurable surface activity for the above mentioned
source would be 16 500 Bq/cm2, which corresponds to a dose rate of 0.33 mGy/h.

These dose ratemeter properties led us to determine the values of a similar ratio pv defined
by the equation:

Pv =

where efficiency cv is the response caused by beta particles per unit air concentration with the
detector facing the "infinite" saturated air layer, and fv is a conversion function converting the air
concentration into the dose rate. In the first step it was necessary to determine cv in dependence on
the beta radiation energy. We used the radionuclides 204TI, 32P, and 90Sr+90Y, the pure beta radiators
and the following two methods.

The first method, a more analytical and a more demanding procedure, involved the successive
placing of a surface thin source into all those places in front of the detector, from which the emitted
beta particles might be detected. Proper choice of the individual positions, and a proper summation
of the partial measured values, resulted in the required value of cv. Surface radiators up to the size
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